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Abstract

Patent value prediction is one of the most fundamental components
in many applications for knowledge value retrieval. It is important
in medical and high-tech fields and crucial in commercial legal pro-
ceedings. Since the patent citation relationship has been proven to
be one of the most critical factors affecting the value of a patent.
Hence, extracting such a citation relationship becomes an essential
process. However, extracting the citation relationship between patent
documents is still challenging because patent relationship updates fre-
quently. This paper embeds the citation relationship from the patent’s
Cross Relationship Network (CRN) via the Conditional Variational
Autoencoder (CVAE) into prediction tasks. This is the first attempt
to leverage the deep generative model to extract a patent’s citation
relationship into a patent valuation prediction task. Moreover, we also
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design an interpretable mechanism to judge the goodness. Our approach
shows a significant positive effect on refining the prediction of patent
value and can enormously assist the Intellectual Property (IP) valu-
ation. We also demonstrate the importance of utilizing patent CRN
for extracting the citation relationship. After verifying real-world data,
our proposed method shows outstanding results in valuing the newly
granted patents by prediction models. In addition, the code and dataset
employed in this research will be available to the research community.

Keywords: Patent Valuation, Citation Relationship, Conditional Variational
Autoencode, Embedding, Dynamic Interaction Intensity

1 Introduction

Patents have been used to instantiate knowledge to protect and commercialize
the technology. In addition, researchers have continued to study the ques-
tions involving patent valuation for decades because of the real-world crucial
commercialization issues of knowledge. Especially in the patent, they were
licensing stage and when facing an infringement lawsuit process. The demand
for Intellectual Property (IP) valuation has been increasing for many years,
and IP occupies a significant position in financial investments and loan deci-
sions. Many companies have received thousands of granted patents, especially
in high-tech fields. Assessing the value of IP also becomes a critical issue[1–3]
in building a fair and reliable investing environment.

Therefore, generating a principled approach to estimate the patent value
is a central issue for the technology market, IP system, and other stakehold-
ers. In general, we can measure the patent value from two aspects: 1) Domain
experts can provide a professional review for patents by investigating the
depth of technology. 2) Utilizing machine learning that conducts predictive
results for patents by employing its characteristics (i.e., bibliographic fea-
tures and other extra information) as inputs. This paper focuses on leveraging
machine learning methods because they can quickly and efficiently analyze
patent value by various learning methods. In addition, citation received counts
have been seen as critical for determining a patent’s value [4]. Formally to the
definition, the citations that a patent receives from subsequent patents are
called forward citations. Moreover, the citations that a patent citing existing
patents are called backward citations. Specifically, forward citation analysis
has become progressively dominant for evaluating patents value in Mergers
and Acquisitions, infringement disputes, and other purposes. In contrast, back-
ward citation analysis is a basis for responding to technological completeness.
In current practices, the standard operating process compares those valued
patents or portfolios (i.e., licensing fee or market price) to the patent wait to
valuation. However, it only relies on the total received citations to do patent
valuation has fundamental limitations.
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Fig. 1 Overview of the framework of our proposed approach, from the feature process and
leverage CVAE to build dynamic interaction intensity.

A severe problem arises when the total number of citations is used as a
prediction label for the learning models. The earlier the patent is issued, the
higher the number of citations, unfair to the newly issued patents. To obtain
a fairer and more useful predictive label, limiting the time window of received
citations (i.e., calculating the number of citations received after N years from
the issuance) is required to fairly compare different patents, shown significantly
in several empirical studies.

Another essential issue in predicting patent value by machine learning is
the quality of input features, and high-quality features are more likely to rep-
resent the patent sufficiently. Moreover, five vital bibliographic features have
been highly relevant to patent value: 1) the number of foreign patent citations.
2) the number of forward and backward citations. 3) the number of non-patent
references. 4) the number of claims. 5) the number of Cooperative Patent Clas-
sification (CPC). Differ from the bibliographic features of the patent itself.
Many previous studies show that external information is also essential for eval-
uating the patent value. They extracted the external information as new patent
characteristics through their defined formulas and proved their usefulness for
patent value analysis. For instance, [5] designed an algorithm to calculate the
patent’s geographical intensity by the latitude and longitude the inventors live
as a new feature. [6] has proposed the concept of cultural distance to combine
the external scores into a new patent feature.

However, utilizing this external information only focuses on the patent’s
characteristics individually without taking the cross-relationship between the
patents in the citation network. Extracting such cross-relationships from
citation networks is still challenging. In recent practices, generative model Gen-
erative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and CVAE have achieved outperforms
in many tasks. Such as image generation, speech generation, and data genera-
tion. They learn the structure of inputs very well through the different kinds
of the f-divergency loss functions. We believe that the citation relationship
between patents can also be seen as a particular structure intercepted by some
restrictions. Hence, we use the generative model to extract cross-relationship
between patents through its capability of learning data structure in this paper.
In addition, we also propose a mechanism to interpret how this method can
help patent valuation.
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We propose a Cross Relationship Network (CRN) to simulate the dynamic
interaction between patents. Besides, to handle that high-dynamic transition
change between patents, we utilized the CVAE model to compress and extract
the dynamic interaction between patents. In addition, Patent Feature Network
(PFN) provides the patent’s bibliographic information and textual informa-
tion from the patent documents. The Patent Index Network (PIN) calculates
the external patent information to model the patent value’s geographical and
cultural effect. The ability of generated features from CVAE will measure
in four cases, which observe the predictive performance. In summary, our
contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We design a mechanism to interpret the importance of the cross-relationship
for patent valuation. By giving the complete process of extracting citation
relationship, and improving the performance of prediction models.

• For cross-relationship extracting, we design a method to utilize the genera-
tive model to capture the dynamic interaction between patents.

• We conduct extensive experiments on real-world datasets to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed method on the patent value prediction task. In
addition, our approach significant enhances the performance on our baseline
models.

2 Related Work

2.1 Citation for patent valuation

The value of technology can be determined and estimated by machine learn-
ing methods, which have been explored in many papers. Hence, an accepted
consensus is that the patent citation counts can represent the patent value,
significantly related to patent value. In addition, two crucial patent metrics
related to citation are widely used in patent value prediction tasks: [7] define
the ”Generality Index” that describes the variety of fields of a patent’s for-
ward citations, which is used by [8] for the examination of patent pools. They
also define the ”Originality Index” for a patent’s backward citations, which is
used to study the creation of startups.

2.2 Bibliographic factors for patent valuation

Apart from the citation, patent bibliographic factors have been used in many
previous empirical studies, for instance, the reference, non-patent reference,
claim, cooperative patent classification, patent family size, litigation status,
etc. In current standard practices, they directly use these instead of compre-
hensively considering the other factors because they believe the bibliographic
features can represent the patent well. For instance, ”claim” in the patent doc-
ument is used to mainly protect and vehemently declare the right of patent,
which significantly reflects the patent value. Litigation status can also indi-
rectly indicate the value of a patent, and generally, more valuable patents are
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more likely to be prosecuted. The former can be analyzed using text min-
ing methods. In addition, similarity among the claims of relevant patents
will also affect the risk of patent infringement. However, only considering the
bibliographic factors will extensively erase the explanation power.

2.3 External information for patent valuation

Questions involving how external information affect the valuation of the patent
have attracted researchers in recent years [5]. Differ from bibliographic factors
representing the patent information directly, external data is used to activate
the outside influence of patents. Recent empirical studies show that geography
and cultural factors have strongly influenced patent quality. The geographic
factor is calculated by the living city’s longitude and latitude of the relevant
inventors, which indicates that the combination of researchers from different
regions affects the performance of the patent. In addition, the cultural factor
will be scored for different cultural degrees such as social norms, ethnicities,
and beliefs, and each patent will have an overall score.

2.4 Prediction Citations

Prediction citations have drawn the attention of researchers, especially in paper
value prediction tasks. However, even though the relevant research involves
various analytical methods (i.e., from traditional statistical analysis to deep
learning methods). Research has only focused on leveraging the bibliographic
factors and few external information for predicting the patent value: [9] focus
on the problem of predicting the citation between a pair of papers, and [10, 11]
extract author-wise attributes, paper-specific, and venue-centric features to
generate a regression model. The supervision restriction in a predefined time
window is based on the citation counts. Most of the task of paper citation pre-
diction used advanced point process models [12–15]. [16] applied the standard
Poisson process model, and [12] predicting the citation count at an arbitrary
time point through the EM algorithm. The difference technical among them
is how prior is used [13], and whether the learning problem is solved in closed-
form by differential equation iteratively by gradient descent [14], or maximal
likelihood estimate [12].

2.5 Network Embedding

Network embedding is designed to learn the low-dimensional potential repre-
sentation of nodes in the network and has been used for many empirical kinds
of research [17–23]. The learned feature representations can be used as fea-
tures of various tasks based on graphs. DeepWalk [24] bridges the gap between
network embedding and word embedding by treating nodes as words and gen-
erating short random walks as sentences. A neural language model such as
skip-gram [25] can then be applied to these random walks to obtain network
embedding. LINE [26] uses a breadth-first search strategy to generate context
nodes: only nodes that are up to two hops from a given node are considered to
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be neighbors. In addition, it uses negative sampling to optimize the skip-gram
model compared to the layered softmax used in DeepWalk.

Recent years have witnessed an increasing interest in deep generative mod-
els that generate observable data based on hidden parameters [27–30]. Unlike
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)[28] which generate data based on
arbitrary noises, the Conditional Variational Auto-encoder (CVAE) [31] setting
we adopted is more expressive since it tries to model the underlying probabil-
ity distribution of the data by latent variables so that we can sample from that
distribution to generate new data accordingly. An increasing number of models
and applications are proposed which consider data in different modalities, such
as generating images or natural language. Works on generative relation discov-
ery with a probabilistic graphic model that requires handcrafted relation-level
features. As far as we know, the knowledge value discovers through embedding
the knowledge relational intensity into the patent entity, which is suitable for
deep generative modeling, has not been studied in a generative perspective
with restricted data requirement.

2.6 Overview of our Approach

Fig. 1. presents the framework of our proposed approach. It consists of four
components: 1) Patent Feature Network (PFN) for word proximity and bib-
liographic feature extraction of patent documents; 2) Patent Index Network
(PIN) for external information calculating; 3) Cross Relationship Network
(CRN) for generating dynamic patent correlation knowledge flow; 4) CVAE
model for generating the dynamic interaction intensity between patents from
CRN. For more specific, Fig. 2, 5, 6 shows the detailed introduction of our
proposed method, and the notations used in this paper are summarized in
Table 1. Section 3 and 4 will illustrate the mathematical formula inference and
how the algorithm works in our model.

3 Bibliographic and External Information

Patent Feature Network: Under our proposed framework, PFN (see Fig. 2)
will obtain the patent’s bibliographic factors in two ways: 1) The normalization
method will process numerical features. 2) the textual data (e.g., title abstracts
and claims) will be embedded using the BERT model, which proved to be one
of the most effective methods for embedding textual data in several real-world
studies.

Patent Index Network: PIN integrates external data and calculates it
through its algorithm to gather external data representation. In addition, con-
sidering that the use of external data requires the advice of domain experts,
we also took the advice from domain experts. This task used three distance
embedding methodologies as patent’s external information. We considered the
three state-of-the-art ideas referring to the technology management field: 1)
Researching for geography indicators affecting the patent value is currently
an import issue [5]. 2) The originality and generality intensity of a patent can
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Fig. 2 Patent Feature Network (PFN). Pre-processes bibliographic and text features. Sn

and St represent the output sequence after the two processes.

strongly reflect the value of the specific patent entity. 3) The cultural factor is
the crucial implicit factor for evaluating the value of the patent.

3.1 Collaboration Distance

This patent indicator uses the natural log of the average geographic distance
(in kilometers) between all inventors in a given firm and their partners. Part-
nerships are determined using patent data (i.e., the inventor and assignee of
one specific patent entity). The geographic distance between a pair of inven-
tors involved in a patented invention is defined as the spatial distance between
their cities, which is based on the latitudes and longitudes of the city. The
definition of collaboration distance [5] as below:

Collaborationij = r{arccos[sin(lati)sin(latj)

+cos(lati)cos(latj)cos(|longi − longj |)]}
(1)

3.2 Generality and Originality Distance

The originality of a patent indicates the diversity of cited patents and is based
on the distribution (by ratio) of cited patents over specialized classes. The
originality index can also be applied at the country, industry, and assignee
levels for illustrating the distribution (by ratio) of cited patents over different
assignees, industries, and governments. The generality index is used to mea-
sure the externality of knowledge spillovers. The generality index indicates the
diversity of citing patents and is based on the distribution (by ratio) of cit-
ing patents over specialized classes. The generality index can also be applied
at the assignee, industry, and country levels for illustrating the distribution
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Fig. 3 Generality and originality distance. pk is the anchor node, and the ”forward” means
received citation called generality, and the ”backward” means citing another patent called
originality.

(by ratio) of citing patents over different organizations, industries, and coun-
tries. Fig. 3. shows the structure of generality and originality distance. The
definition of originality and generality distance [32] as below:

∀R(pk, p), ∃α, {pk(αθ) = p(αθ)|θ = 1, 2, ..., γ} (2)

Originality = 1−

nk
∑

θ

s2kθ (3)

where skθ denotes the percentage of citations made by pk that belong to patent
class θ out of nk patent classes.

Generality = 1−

nk
∑

θ

s2kθ (4)

where skθ denotes the percentage of citations received by pk that belong to
patent class θ out of nk patent classes.

3.3 Cultural Distance

Cultural distance [6] indicates differences between national cultures, such as
social norms, ethnicities, and beliefs, and is usually used in international col-
laboration and business research. It computes six national cultural dimensions
using country scores from the Hofstede Center survey: (1) Power Distance,
(2) Uncertainty Avoidance, (3) Individualism, (4) Masculinity, (5) Long term
orientation (6) Indulgence. Updated national scores on these dimensions have
been relatively stable over time, which are often used in previous research. Each
pair of countries constructs a measure of cultural distance as the Euclidean
space distance between two countries’ scores on six dimensions. The definition
of cultural distance is as below:

Culturalij =

√

√

√

√

k=1
∑

6

(Iik − Ijk)2

Vk

(5)

where i and j represent country i and j; k denotes the cultural dimension
k(k = 1, . . . , 6); Iik and Ijk are cultural scores on the dimension k; and Vk

shows variance of all cultural scores on the dimension k. We embedding all of
these three important patent distances into our dataset to enhance the analysis
ability and comparing to the original one.
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Table 1 Notations in this paper.

Symbols Description

p The granted patent p from the U.S. patent office

a Attribute of the p

lata,longa Latitude and longitude information of the attribute a

d Collaboration distance of patent p

r∗ The radius of the earth, set to 3, 963 miles

θ Patent class, for instance, chemical and electronic

Sθ The percentage of citations received by p

Ik Culture scores of dimension k, k = 1, . . . , 6

Vk Variance of all culture scores

Pciting , Pcited Citing and received citation of p

Qφ(·) Simple distribution (i.e., a gaussian distribution)

Pθ(·) The generated distribution from our model

Vk Variance of all culture scores

R Citation relationship between two patent

V A set of n granted p

wij Denote the adjacency matrix (4, 681 ∗ 4, 681)

4 Generative Embedding for CRN

To obtain the strength of dynamic interaction between patents, we define
a firm-citation-based patent Cross Relationship Network (CRN), which con-
sists of those firms that issued more than 100 patents in 2013 (a total have
4,681 firms, see Fig. 4 and Table 2). Specifically, this paper aims to find the
implied association strength of each firm, which can be regarded as a repre-
sentation of the firm’s strength. In addition, we use the CVAE model to learn
the characteristics of data distribution by KL-divergence under the restric-
tion of specific conditions and use the ”cited company” itself as the restriction
to learn the distribution of the ”cited company” cited by other firms. More-
over, the CVAE model can generate the cross-citation strength of the ”cited
company” through the generator. Finally, each company can have its dynamic
interaction intensity, which means the generator will generate 4,681 dynamic
interaction intensity.

A three-phase module was designed in our CVAE model: encoder, decoder,
and generator. Encoder module takes the citation relation patent pair entity
(pciting, pcited) and a conditional label c (i.e., ”cited company”) as the inputs,
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Fig. 4 There are three types of firm citation relationships: self-citation, citing others,
and citing by others. Four nodes will generate up to 16 results; inference to N nodes will
maximum have N2 results.

Table 2 The representation of CRN. We choose the companies that have granted more
than 100 patents in 2013 from the USPTO. 4,681 companies have been selected.

Company Applecited Googlecited Huaweicited Sonycited Samsungcited
Appleciting 33,406 2,268 106 472 1,546
Googleciting 3,444 18,274 75 298 952
Huaweiciting 73 51 1,068 56 215

Sonyciting 10,687 4,369 273 40,740 10,630
Samsungciting 5,435 3,933 761 3,887 40,822

then trained it to enhance the patent pair entity representations. Thus, encode
the diversely expressed patent entity pair for each patent related to a latent
space with simple distribution Qφ. The decoder is jointly trained to reconstruct
the patent relational entity as Pθ. The generator module shares the same
learned structure as the decoder module.

Fig. 5 Detail of Cross Relationship Network (CRN). Three types of citation relationships
will be generated in this module as an adjacency matrix. pk represents the target node, and
Sr is the output sequence.
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Fig. 6 Detail of CVAE. The inputs from CRN and the condition label are the ”cited
company,” and the output sequence is Sdy . Random variable z from Gaussian distribution
N (0, 1). KL-divergence uses to estimate the similarity of distribution. The activation func-
tion uses ReLu.

4.1 Cross Relationship Network

Cross relationship networks (CRN) as an essential first step. This network
interpreted the company citation process. Two formal definitions of a CRN as
below:

Definition 1: A patent citation network (see Fig. 7) consists a network
G = (P,A), the patent P and attributes A = {a1, ak, . . . , am} where m is the
maximum number of attributes of patent p, where p ∈ P . Also include the
citation records set R = {pciting, pcited}, where pciting and pcited represents a
citation pair r as citation relation between two patents, where r ∈ R, which
means a patent pi citing another patent pj , where pi ̸= pj .

Definition 2: Given a patent citation network. The objective function
is δ(·) and have a restriction setting ξ. The CRN is to select a set of target
patents P , which has same restriction ξ under δ(·) for each patent p, where
p ∈ P . The restriction ξ in this paper is for those companies that granted
more than 100 patents in 2013.

Fig. 8. shows that the structure of patent citation (i.e., if pk role the pciting
and pi role the pcited, means Patentk citing the Patenti, each pair of block rep-
resent one citation relationship). The GrantY eark represents that the patent
was given legal rights from patent offices between Y eara and Y earb. Gener-
ally, the patent owner has the patent right of about 20 years. Forward citations
show all the citations from other patents, and backward citations show all the
citations it cites. X year time windows are the citation time windows, and we
can limit the received citation counts year within X years. In addition, the
5-year citation windows are used in this paper.
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Fig. 7 Real-world patent citation network. The red node represents patents, and the
edge represents a relationship (one-to-many). Patents used are from the U.S. Patent Office
(USPTO).

Fig. 8 Detail of the patent citation network. The patent is chosen under the same grant
year and limited to an X-year time window of citations.

4.2 Problem Definition

Let G = {V,A,W} denote as an input knowledge graph. V = {vi}
n
i=1 is a set

of n patent nodes (i.e., n granted patents), W = {wij} ∈ R
n×n denotes the

adjacency matrix (CRN). wij = t denotes there exists t times citations between
vi and vj . A = {aij} ∈ R

n×d represents the attribute matrix. The i-th row
ai ∈ R

d denotes the attributes of node vi. V and A used to build the CRN.
We focus on embedding the dynamic interaction intensity between patents

in this paper and how learning its representation from CRN is a critical
contribution to our approach. To achieve this, we must use a network embed-
ding method that is adequate for our needs. Besides, a suitable network
embedding method should preserve the proximity between nodes to get the
low-dimensional representation. In other words, an appropriate embedding
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method should put the similar nodes together and push the different nodes
away in the vector space.

For instance, the proximity between different nodes can represent as rela-
tional linkage block {vi|vpos, vneg} where vpos denote the positive nodes which
is similar with vi, and vneg denote the negative nodes which is dissimilar with
vi. In our task, CRN’s node similarity is to learn a map ϕ : {W} → E, where
E ∈ R denotes the low-dimensional representation, and the low-dimensional
representation should satisfy:

sim(Ei·, Epos·) > sim(Ei·, Eneg·) (6)

where sim(·) denotes the proximity between two patent nodes, Ei· repre-
sents the low-dimensional embedding of i-th node vi.

A suitable network embedding method can deconstruct the relationship
between targets, which means discovering the proximity of each node from the
original variable space. Moreover, it will preserve the relationship in the low-
dimensional space. In other words, only the well-discovered proximity can be
stored in the low-dimensional space as new representations. Learning a good
node representation is the goal of different embedding methodologies. However,
the edges in the network are usually very sparse and not good enough to
discover the proximity between other nodes.

Furthermore, we need an embedding method that can learn the ”dynamic
interaction,” not only the need for the similarity between nodes alone but
also the need to ensure the randomness. Current network embedding proposed
various methods for finding underlying proximities, for instance, first-order
proximity (i.e., the probability of co-occurrence of two nodes), second-order
proximity (i.e., the conditional probability of another node appearing when
given one node). However, most of them lack to consider the randomness of
generation. Based on the above. This paper uses the CVAE generative model as
the network embedding method. Besides learning the similarity between nodes,
the generator allows specific conditions and uses random Gaussian sampling
to ensure the randomness of the result.

Definition of CVAE: The most architecture of CVAE model inherits
from variational autoencoder. The roots in Bayesian inference, and assumes
the input data x can be encoded into a set of latent variables z with certain
distributions, for instance, Gaussian distributions. The latent variables z are
generated by the generative distribution Pθ(z), x

′

generated with a Bayesian
model by a conditional distribution on z (i.e., Pθ(x

′

|z). The latent distribution
P (z) infer from Pθ(z|x), which can consider as some mapping from x to z. In
addition, Pθ(z|x) is usually inferred using a simple distribution Qφ(z|x), for
instance, Gaussian distribution. Moreover, its extension with a particular label
c, both x and latent variables z are conditioned on the label c. The objective of
the model is to optimize it’s variational lower bound with condition c as below:
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LCV AE(x, c; θ, ϕ) = −KL[Qφ(z|x, c)||Pθ(z|x)]

+log (Pθ(x|c))
(7)

where the first term uses the KL-divergence to minimize the difference
between simple distribution Qφ(z|x, c) and the true distribution Pθ(z|x), max-
imizes the log(Pθ(x|c)). This model can directly sample from the learned latent
variable distribution to generate knowledge relational intensity for one partic-
ular patent assignee entity. Here, we will introduce how to generate dynamic
interaction intensity from CRN using the CVAE model. A tuple (wij , wik)
and a conditional label c as the inputs, where wij and wik are represent
the firm-citation relationship. Conditional label c represent the current ”cited
company”.

4.3 Encoder, Decoder and Generator in our model

The inputs of this model consist of the initial firm-citation relationship entity
pair (wij , wik) and the conditional label c. Encoder module first extracts and
take the logarithm of the vector of the firm-citation relationship entity pair.
Then maps the log(wij , wik) to a latent space Qφ(z|wij , wik, c) by multiply
fully connected layers (i.e., we will obtain the latent variable l that preserve
the relational information as well as the relationship of the interaction from
two firm-citation entities through applying five consecutive linear fully con-
nected layers on the log(wij , wik). We assume Qφ(z|wij , wik, c) follow simple
Gaussian distribution for the firm-citation relationship pair (wij , wik) and the
conditional label c. Moreover, for each entity pair (wij , wik) and the condi-
tional label c, a mean vector µ and a variance vector σ2 can be learned as latent
variables to model Qφ(z|wij , wik, c), the detail of µ and σ2 shows as below:

µ = [l, c] ·Wµ + biasµ (8)

σ2 = [l, c] ·Wσ + biasσ (9)

where the one-hot conditional label c ∈ R is used for the patent conditional
label c and |R| is the number of all conditions (|R| is 4, 681, which means the
4, 681 companies in this paper). Wµ,Wσ ∈ R

(Diml+|R|)×DimL are the weight
terms, and the biasµ, biasσ ∈ R

1×DimL are bias. Thus, DimL is the dimension
for latent variables and Diml is the dimension for l. The decoder module uses
the latent variables µ and σ2 and the conditional label c to reconstruct the
firm-citation entity pair, and implement the Pθ(wij , wik|z, c).

This module first uses the µ, σ2, and the latent value z directly getting from
the N(µ, σ2), where z = µ+σ ·ϵ, ϵ is the error that random pick from Gaussian
distribution. Similarly, as we use the of multiple linear fully connected layers for
the mapping in the encoder module, multiple linear fully connected layers are
used for an inverse mapping in the decoder module, and obtain log(wij , wik)

′

after the decoder process.
The generator tries to sample the ẑ directly from Pθ(ẑ|c). After obtained

the ẑ, the same structure from the decoder module is used to decode the patent
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relational entity pair. The matrix consists of wij ∈ W , where W denotes the
adjacency matrix, and the definition of this adjacency matrix is as below:

wij =

j
∑

1

(firmciting
i , firmcited

j ) (10)

where j is number of companies. Specifically, running process has shown in
two algorithms. The problem of generating the dynamic interaction intensity
can be presented and solved as follows:

Algorithm 1 Citation Relationship Embedding

Input: Patent p, ∀p ∈ P , P ∈ R
N×D; ΦSR for storing the reliable entity pair

(pi, pk); ΦRV for recording the verified entity pair (pi, pk); citation entity
pair r(pi, pj), where r ∈ R, and i, j ∈ R

|R|

Output: Adjacency matrix A, A ∈ R
|R|×|R| ▷ Generated by ΦSR, ΦRV

1: Initialization ⇐ ρ(·); ▷ ρ is the threshold of ΦRV

2: A ⇐ ∅, ΦSR ⇐ ∅, ΦRV ⇐ ∅;
3: while A = ∅ do
4: for p ∈ P do
5: if p pass ρ(p) then
6: ΦRV .append(p);
7: else
8: Continue;
9: end if

10: end for
11: for pi ∈ ΦRV do
12: ΦSR.append(r(pi, pj)), ∀i ̸= j, pj ∈ ΦRV ;
13: end for
14: update A by ΦSR;
15: end while
16: return A ▷ Adjacency matrix of R within threshold ρ

(Algorithm 1) Given a list of N tuples of p∗i , p
∗
k with d dimension

attributes:

∀p∗i , p
∗
k ∈ p∗, p∗ = f(p|p1, ..., pN ≤ ρ,∈ R) (11)

ΦSR storing the reliable patent entity pair (p∗i , p
∗
k), and ΦRV recording

the verified patent entity pair. V must make sure that the total entity is not
changeable.

Given a list of n tuples of (p∗i , p
∗
k),where n ≤ N with d dimension attributes

from equation 11.

∀p∗i , p
∗
k ∈ p∗, p∗ ⊆ ξ(p) (12)
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(Algorithm 2) The mathematical inference for extracting dynamic inter-
action intensity using CVAE from CRN is follows:

LCV AE(p, c; θ, ϕ) = −KL[Qφ(z|wij , wik, c)||Pθ(z|wij , wik, c)]

+log (Pθ(wij , wik|c))
(13)

(Reformulated)

LCV AE(p, c; θ, ϕ) = −KL[Qφ(z|wij , wik, c)||Pθ(z|c)]

+E[log(Pθ(wij , wik|z, c))]
(14)

Pθ(z|c) N(0, 1) and Qφ(z|wij , wik, c) N(µ, σ2), then a close-form solution
for the (15) can be derived as:

−KL[Qφ(z|wij , wik, c)||Pθ(z|c)] = −KL[N(µ, σ2)||N(0, 1)]

= −
1

2
(tr(σ2) + µTµ−DL − logdet(σ2))

= −
1

2

DL
∑

l

(σ2
l + µ2

l − 1− log(σ2))

(15)

then, modeled the log(σ2) as σ2, final close-form of (16) is:

−
1

2

DL
∑

l

(exp(σ2)l + µ2
l − 1− σ2

l ) (16)

The second term in (15) use the maximum likelihood, the mean square
error is adopted to calculate the difference:

E[log(Pθ(wij , wik|z, c))] =

1

2Dp

(∥wij − wij

′

∥
2

2 + ∥wik − wik

′

∥
2

2)
(17)

The final loss function used for training is formulated as:

LCV AE(p, c; θ, ϕ) = −
1

2

DL
∑

l

(exp(σ2)l + µ2
l − 1− σ2

l )

+
1

2Dp

(∥wij − wij

′

∥
2

2 + ∥wik − wik

′

∥
2

2)

(18)

5 Result and Discussion

5.1 Experiment Settings

In this paper, we choose the patent dataset granted in 2013 related to 4, 681
companies that have more than 100 patents; the total has 195, 045 patents. The
5-years received citations count as prediction labels. Bibliographic features are
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Algorithm 2 Generative Model on Citation Relationship

Input: Firm citation entity pair (wij , wik), where r ∈ R, and i, j ∈ R
|R|;

Adjacent network A, R ∈ A, A ∈ R
|R|×|R|; Label c, c ∈ C, C ∈ R

|R|

Output: Generative feature f∗
g correspond to label c

1: Initialization; ▷ build model
2: W ⇐ Random(·); ▷ W : initial weights
3: x ⇐ V ariable(·);
4: c ⇐ Embed(c); ▷ Embed: one hot
5: CVAE(W,x, c); ▷ Layer: 5, Activation: Sigmoid, ReLu
6: for epochs k do
7: l,WEncode ⇐ Encode(x); ▷ l: latent variable

8: WDecode ⇐ Decode(z, c); ▷ WDecode: weight of decode model
9: ẑ ⇐ Gaussian(z) ∼ N(0, 1); ▷ ẑ: random pick

10: fg ⇐ Generate(ẑ, c|WDecode);
11: update W ⇐ Loss(·);
12: end for
13: return f∗

g

chosen by the previous studies that have proven high related to patent value.
External information was selected from suggestions by the domain expert.
The ratio of our sample data for training/testing/validation is 70%/20%/10%
respectively, and the batch size is 128, optimizer use Adam and the loss rate
is 1e − 3. Everage running time for training is 7hrs, for evaluating is 48hrs,
the complexity is O(n2). Our device use Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU @
3.20GHz, CPU cores is 6, RAM is 32G, GPU is GeForce RTX 2070 Rev. A.

5.2 Compared methods and metrics

Up to this point, however, there were few empirical studies of directly pre-
dicted patent value by learning ways. To highlight the advantages of dynamic
interaction intensity, we chose the machine learning models that keep their
explanatory power for the prediction task:

• lightGBM is a framework for gradient boosted machines. Default light-
GBM will train a gradient boosted decision tree and also supports random
forests, dropouts meet multiple additive regression trees, and gradient-based
one-side sampling [33].

• XGBoost is a scalable implementation of Gradient Boosting Decision Tree
algorithm. We set the parameter of objective in XGBoost as reg : linear
and ”randomstate = 42” to build a regression model for patent valuation
prediction [34].

• Linear Regression is a classical regression model that estimates the rela-
tionship between one independent variable and one dependent variable using
a straight line.

• Ridge is a variant of a linear regression model with L2 regularization.
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• Decision Tree is a classical algorithm that falls under the category of super-
vised learning. They can be used to solve both regression and classification
problems.

• Gradient Boosting is a regression and classification model, which pro-
duces a prediction model in the form of an ensemble of weak prediction
models, typically decision trees.

In line with [12, 35], we use three metrics to verify results. The first is the
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), which measures the average devia-
tion between predicted and ground truth. The second metric is Mean Squared
Error (MSE), which measures the quality of an estimator. The last one is
Accuracy (ACC), which measures the fraction of correctly predicted for a
given error tolerance ϵ. Let N denote the number of nodes, ci denote the pre-
dicted number of citations for patent i and ri is the real number of citations.

MAPE in this paper:

1

N

N
∑

i=1

|
ri − ci

ri
| × 100 (19)

MSE in this paper:

1

N

N
∑

i=1

(ri − ci)2 (20)

ACC in this paper:

1

N

N
∑

i=1

|i :
ri − ci

ri
≤ ϵ|, ϵ = 0.1 (21)

We designed four cases to explore the usefulness of dynamic interaction
intensity for patent value prediction. Thus through the prediction model to
examine the validity of the generated dynamic interaction intensity, the four
cases are illustrated as follows.

• Case I: Compare whether using dynamic interaction intensity. Other feature
choosing: 1) Bibliographic fields (foreign references, references, non-patent
references, number of claims, number of CPC). 2) External information
(Collaboration Distance).

• Case II: Compare whether using dynamic interaction intensity. Other
feature choosing: 1) Bibliographic fields (foreign references, references,
non-patent references, number of claims, number of CPC). 2) External
information (Originality Distance)

• Case III: Compare whether using dynamic interaction intensity. Other
feature choosing: 1) Bibliographic fields (foreign references, references,
non-patent references, number of claims, number of CPC). 2) External
information (Cultural Distance)
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Table 3 Performance evaluation of our method (generating f∗

g ) on predicting task.
Measure the magnitude of MSE increase or decrease for different standard machine
learning methods by adding f∗

g .

MSE Changes (f∗g on different characteristics)

Case I Case II Case III Case IV

LightGBM ↓ (0.41%) ↓ (25.67%) ↓ (0.31%) ↓ (0.43%)
XGBoost ↓ (0.60%) ↓ (25.81%) ↓ (0.50%) ↓ (0.61%)

Linear Regression ↑ (2.40%) ↓ (78.84%) ↑ (1.69%) ↓ (18.82%)
Ridge ↑ (1.73%) ↓ (69.88%) ↑ (1.16%) ↓ (18.28%)

Decision Tree ↑ (6.94%) ↓ (40.33%) ↑ (5.78%) ↑ (7.77%)
Gradient Boosting ↓ (0.35%) ↓ (23.66%) ↓ (0.35%) ↓ (0.39%)

Table 4 Performance evaluation of our method (generating f∗

g ) on predicting task.
Measure the magnitude of MAPE increase or decrease for different standard machine
learning methods by adding f∗

g .

MAPE Changes (f∗g on different characteristics)

Case I Case II Case III Case IV

LightGBM ↓ (1.75%) ↓ (56.92%) ↓ (1.42%) ↓ (1.54%)
XGBoost ↓ (1.54%) ↓ (56.88%) ↓ (1.47%) ↓ (1.39%)

Linear Regression ↓ (0.44%) ↓ (46.89%) ↓ (0.39%) ↓ (3.21%)
Ridge ↓ (0.42%) ↓ (43.42%) ↓ (0.37%) ↓ (3.11%)

Decision Tree ↑ (11.47%) ↓ (52.37%) ↑ (7.07%) ↑ (13.11%)
Gradient Boosting ↓ (1.64%) ↓ (56.87%) ↓ (1.47%) ↓ (1.47%)

• Case IV: Compare whether using dynamic interaction intensity. Other fea-
ture choosing: Bibliographic fields (foreign references, references, non-patent
references, number of claims, number of CPC).

5.3 Discussion

Observed in Table 3, 4, and 5, Case II and Case IV significantly reduce MSE
and MAPE. Especially in Case II, where MSE and MAPE are reduced con-
siderably, the ACC is greatly improved. However, the performance of Case I
and Case III was relatively poor. Although, the external data used in Case I
and III are Collaboration Distance and Cultural Distance, which are consid-
ered in the management field as the critical factors for judging the quality of
patents. But we think it is not suitable for prediction tasks because the cal-
culation process involves geographic distance and the defined cultural scores.
The calculation process takes too many external factors that can harm the
analysis, and it’s easy to destroy data analyzability. Differ from Case I and
Case III. The feature used in Case II and Case IV is calculated by simply using
citation-related information, which guarantees the analyzability. The dynamic
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Table 5 Performance evaluation of our method (generating f∗

g ) on predicting task.
Measure the magnitude of ACC increase or decrease for different standard machine
learning methods by adding f∗

g .

ACC Changes (f∗g on different characteristics)

Case I Case II Case III Case IV

LightGBM ↑ (0.01%) ↑ (22.99%) ↑ (0.02%) ↑ (0.01%)
XGBoost ↑ (0.22%) ↑ (21.00%) ↑ (0.13%) ↑ (0.18%)

Linear Regression ↓ (0.23%) ↓ (2.38%) ↓ (0.12%) ↓ (1.67%)
Ridge ↓ (0.27%) ↓ (4.46%) ↓ (0.23%) ↓ (2.12%)

Decision Tree ↑ (2.01%) ↑ (29.30%) ↑ (1.62%) ↑ (1.77%)
Gradient Boosting ↑ (0.25%) ↑ (21.54%) ↑ (0.20%) ↑ (0.25%)

interaction intensity we generated can significantly reduce MAPE and MSE
and improve model accuracy under this situation.

6 Conclusion

We have proposed an approach for extracting a patent’s dynamic interaction
intensity, which can be a crucial component for patent valuation. The results
show that our method has a positive impact on the task of patent valuation.
The generative CVAE model can learn the dynamic structure well, and real-
world data collected from the U.S. patent office can reveal the efficacy of our
model. The future works are toward the challenging tasks for patent valuation
by reassembling the distribution and multi-restriction of a dataset by a multi-
deep probability learning framework.
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